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olution referred to being the only
one dealt with.

The Day Book today has to
hank the Hearst publications in

Chicago for an entirely gratitu-ou- s
piece of advertising.

In a cute little box on the front
page qf the American today, the
following .sentence occurs :

'"The , whole object (of the
strike) is to make a condition
whereby the Dally "Socialist,
Daily World and Day Book will
get more circulation."

The American states that this
is a quotation from the speech of

John C. Harding, secretary of the
Chicago Typographical Union, in
his speech to the printers.

Harding did not mention the
Day Book in his speech. He did
make a reference to the Daily So-

cialist and Daily World, although
not in the words of the American.
But he did not mention the Day
Bobk. For all the Day Book
knows, or cares, Mr. Harding
may not be aware of its existence.

But apparently the American is
painfully, aware of the Day
Book's existence. Apparently the
American .is annoyed by the Day
Book. Else why should the Amer
ican take the trouble to print a
deliberate lie, which, by the mere

. iact of its being there, advertises
the Day Book?
. It is just possible that the Day

Book has been telling too much
trqth about one Andy Lawrence
to suit the American.

Trust publishers' street sales
are not improving. They will not
be helped either .by the fact that
several unions have been notified J
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by their officers that any member
who purchases a trust newspaper
will be fined. The Milkmen's
Union and the Electricians Tiave
fixed their- - fines at $25 for each
offense. Other unions have fixed
the.fine at smaller amounts.

The pressmen employed on
Hearst's Atlanta Georgian w'erit
on strike Saturday in syiripathy
with their locked-ou- t brothers of
Chicago. 'The Atlanta publishers,
al lo fwhom belong to the Amer-
ican Newspaper Publishers' As-

sociation, hav$ agreed to stand
together. Th Atlanta Journal
issued no afternoon edition .Sat-
urday, although their pressmen
did not strike.

The Pressmen's Union of San
Francisco declared a strike
against the Examiner. Hearsts

aper there, Saturday night. Thfe
Examiner got out with an eight-pag- e

paper today. The publishers
of other San Francisco papers; al
though they, like the Atlanta'pub- -

hshers, belong to the A. Al. if. A.,
did not lock out their pressmen to
support eHarts.

William Randolph Hearst him-

self arrived in Chicago last night.
He appeared worried.
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Taft organs out in California
sav that "a lie, 100 lies, 1,000 lies
are as nothing to that vain, sordid
mercenary, unscrupulous charac-
ter. Roosevelt." Makes a noise
like a heated campaign, doesn't
it?

They used to have knockers on
the front door. Now they have
?era all pver the house


